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car battery manual switch
Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order
to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again later.The switch
provides a clean, solid, low profile connection to your car, truck, boat or RV battery. The switch
makes it simple to disconnect your battery to work on your vehicle or the knob can be removed to
prevent theft. It also works great to eliminate battery drain if you’re storing a vehicle for an
extended period of time. Tested to exceed a continuous 200 amp load. Easy to Install Instructions
Disconnect ground cable from battery and attach it to switch mounting post. Attach clamp end of
switch to battery post. Turn black knob fully clockwise to connect battery power. Knob can be
removed for antitheft. Keep connections clean and tight to assure optimum performance.In order to
navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t
use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try
again later. Jim Kiernan 1.0 out of 5 stars This a new vehicle with factory cables. This is not at all
functional the way it arrived. I have no confidence that any of them will be sized correctly. How can
you POSSIBLY screw this up. Using a shim between the cable and this item would allow for
tightening but also promote corrosion and SHOULD NOT BE necessary. Threw this junk in the trash
where it belongs and will never use this seller again.It was well packaged and the disconnect switch
looks like it is well
made.http://www.murrayhaventocumwal.com.au/userfiles/3-speed-manual-transmission-identificatio
n.xml
car battery manual disconnect switch, car battery manual switch.
The bad point the male part of this switch, the post, is too small in diameter for my battery cable to
stay attached to it. GAMAs tech told me over the phone that the male post on this switch is the same
size as a standard battery negative post but if that were the case then the battery cable would not
have fit snugly on the various batteries that this car has had in it over the years, and Ive never had a
problem with a loose connection before. After speaking with GAMA I dug out a micrometer to get
some hard numbers. This has proven to be enough of a difference to prevent the battery cable from
staying attached to the GAMA post. The battery cable can now grab onto the post and stay on it. So
far it seems to be a practical solution, one that I discovered while browsing internet forums. I dont
know why GAMA didnt suggest this solution when I called them but they didnt. They would get far
fewer one star ratings if they stopped pretending that their switch post is the same size as battery
posts when it is slightly smaller and some cables wont stay attached. Offering a couple inches of
copper tape to their customers who run into this issue would buy them more goodwill than the small
price to them of mailing out some tape but then some companies can be remarkably short
sighted.Installed on the. Installed on the battery on my travel trailer. Used it to cut off the battery
once when we parked it in storage. Came back 4 days later and turned it back on and towed the
trailer to the camp ground. Took the cover off the battery today after camping for a week and it was
broken in two pieces.This was in a Ford Explorer, a very popular car, using stock battery and
astounds me that it was designed too short. Went to return it and Amazon would not allow it because
of hazardous material No where in the description does it state it has hazardous material and I

highly doubt that it does. Did not bother finding out as Amazon offered to refund the
cost.http://ibervillecompanies.com/userfiles/3-speed-synchromesh-manual.xml
But still had to call support to get it. This might work with smaller batteries so not giving it one
star.I assumed they didnt know what they were talking about so I purchased one. It was so good I
got another one. This device installs in about 5 mins.The way its designed its operation is basically
fool proof. Heavy Duty construction too. So if you know how to operate a crescent wrench and are
above the age of 8 you are all set.If I leave the battery connected, but dont use the tractor for a
week.dead battery. Easy I just disconnected the negative cable after each use. I did this for five
years, and wore out the cable end and tightening bolt, and I got tired of having to carry a halfinch
wrench in my pocket. So finally, nine months ago I bought this switch, installed it myself in about 15
minutes after really cleaning both posts and cableends and ensuring a good connection, with
dielectric grease on everything. Since then, zero problems. I just handtighten the wheelnut on top
not too tight to start the engine. When I put the tractor away, I turn off the engine, loosen the
wheelnut one turn, and just because I have OCD I turn the key to ensure no current.Both the clamp
and post are exactly the same size as a standard American toppost battery, and fit perfectly. The
brass metal part is not junk pot metal. When you unscrew the knob, the thing doesnt fall apart, like
the cheap imitations do. When you buy through links on our site, we may earn anLearn more A bad
battery, however, is a health and safety hazard. Even worse, one that’s connected to an electrical
unit and is not in use can be a fire hazard. A battery disconnect switch cuts off the connection
between your battery and accessories that can drain it. It lowers the chances of your battery
malfunctioning and protects it against electrical fires and theft. We’ve assessed the best battery
disconnect switches and decided to highlight six that are ideal for different batteries.
Its plastic top is specially designed to be kind to the fingers if you have to fully unscrew it. To
disconnect it, simply untwist it. The switch has one great feature It acts as a deterrent for car theft.
By simply unscrewing its cap, you keep your car safe from thieves. The disconnect switch is also
made from zinc alloy and not brass and is not very durable. Also, the male post is too small for the
negative cable. Its brass material makes it resistant to rust. It is also corrosionresistant. The grooves
on the side offer a good grip, making it easy to operate even in wet conditions. It is easy to fit and
install. The prompts on the black knob are easy to follow and make the task easy—even for a
firsttime user. It is, however, not a substitute for a car antitheft system. It also has one big drawback
It is only suitable for side post installation. Additionally, the knob and bolt that hold the switch
together are a little flimsy. It has a quickturn handle that quickly cuts off electrical supply to your
vehicle’s battery. Its design is also unique as it has a mounting plate. However, it also works in RVs
and regular vehicles. The handle is long and makes it easy for you to switch off power. Its red color
makes it highly visible. People who don’t know how battery disconnect systems work may find it
difficult to use. It is also not waterproof and won’t serve you for a long time. Thanks to its box
design, you can install multiple switches in areas where multiple batteries are in use and reduce the
battery drain on all of them. It comes with an indicator that makes it easy to operate. It has a
continuous rating of up to 300 amperes and can handle up to 48 volts of direct current. It is highly
recommended for boating enthusiasts because of its IP66 waterproof rating. It is also not very kind
to the hands and doesn’t come with mounting screws. The internal plastic posts for the four square
drive screws get damaged very quickly.
It comes with a mounting plate that allows for easy installation. Its design allows it to be used in
many vehicles and electrical applications. It is, however, specifically designed for panelmount
applications. This switch features a rear insulation cover to mitigate that risk. It is also marinerated,
thanks to its waterproof capability. The control knob acts as a security feature. The switch cannot be
removed when the knob is in on or off mode. If you want to use it as a security device, turn it
counterclockwise to disengage the knob entirely. It also prevents accidental adjusting with a design

that requires full focus. In addition, its on and off prompts are difficult to read as they are written in
small letters. With its quickturn key, it protects your battery as well as your car. The disconnect
switch is easy to operate as its two knobs move smoothly without resistance. The brass nuts and
washers have a long lifespan and can withstand rust and corrosion. The protective cover that
safeguards the keyhole is a plus. It prevents water from getting inside, extending the switch’s
lifespan. The Zoostliss Kill Switch is easy to install and comes with an additional key. You’ll also have
to coat the brass parts to prolong their lifespan. The switch has a short lifespan and stops working
after a couple of uses. It is a simple device that is very useful, but shopping for one can be a difficult
task if you don’t know what to look for. In this section, we go into detail about disconnect switches,
their top features, and their benefits. We’ll also answer a few of the mostasked questions on battery
disconnect switches. You may also be familiar with a battery disconnect switch. It prevents battery
drain when you’re not using your vehicle and is relatively easy to install. Sure, you can invest in a
safety system, but you can also make a few quick adjustments to keep your car, RV, or boat safe —
like installing a battery disconnect switch.
The design of a switch usually determines how and where it can be used. Some switches are only
ideal for car batteries while others can be used in a range of applications. They offer easy
installation and are easy to use. They are used when there is little clearance above the battery. They
are made in the shape of a knife blade—hence their name. Due to their ease of use, they can be
installed on any battery, as long as they have the right amperage. You can use one switch to
disconnect one battery and another to preserve the other battery. They can be top post or side post
switches. They are some of the most effective antitheft battery disconnect switches as their knobs
can be easily removed. By simply turning the knob about 45 degrees, you can engage or disengage
the switch. The knobs are usually made from plastic, while the other parts are made from brass. The
plastic is usually of high quality to withstand the heat that’s emitted by engines. These switches are
normally used where space is limited. They have two key functions to curb battery drain and theft.
They operate using keys or rotary switches. Keyed switches can either have actual keys or plastic
keys that can be used to cut off power. Most keys are made of plastic and fit perfectly on the thumb
for ease of use. You can attach a metal lanyard to the key to keep it close to the switch if you don’t
intend to use the switch as an antitheft device. Keyed and rotary switches come with a keyhole cover
that protects them against water and prolongs their lifespan. However, to make sure you choose the
best one for your needs, there are features you should look for to differentiate the good ones from
the bad. These features dictate the switch’s price, ease of installation, and ease of use. Here’s what
to look for when buying a battery disconnect switch. Be sure to choose a switch with the correct
amperage. Most vehicles, especially commercial vehicles, have highpower batteries.
It is therefore advisable to pick a battery disconnect switch that can handle high amperage. This
helps prevent shortcircuiting in case a highpower battery passes excessive power through the
switch. Different modes of transportation have different alternators that output varying power
levels. Choose a switch with a high IP rating. The rating indicates the level of protection a switch’s
housing provides to the internal components. It tells you how resistant the casing is against external
conditions such as dust and water. Some of the best disconnect switches on the market have a
housing made out of hard plastic for enhanced durability. The placement can affect the ease of
access, operation, and usage of the switch. With top post battery disconnect switches, the switch is
installed above the battery. Side post installation, in some cases, calls for extra housing or a
mounting plate. And since some side post battery switches don’t come with an instruction manual or
mounting hardware, they tend to be more difficult to install. A switch with a inch hole can be
installed on most batteries — whether it’s in a boat, UTV, or regular car. To that end, it is crucial
that you take good care of it to reduce replacement costs. However, its important to know when to
turn the switch on and off as this greatly affects its lifespan. This will prolong the lifespan of the
battery, the electrical components, and the disconnect switch. Most come with an instruction manual

to make things easy for users. However, there are common questions most users ask when buying or
using them. Most of the questions are related to installation, fitting, and replacement. We answer
some of these questions in this section. Insert the inch hole into the terminal, and then attach the
battery wire to the other end. Insert the screws and tighten them securely with a wrench. To
disconnect the switch, use a wrench to loosen the nuts, then unplug the switch on the negative side.
What’s more, a normal battery disconnect switch will not fit on the positive terminal. Negative
terminals measure approximately inch or only slightly bigger. Positive terminals have larger
diameters. These components include clocks and onboard computer systems. Its 200 amp rating and
ease of use make it a great fit for most vehicles and boats. It is kind to your hands and can help
protect your car. Overall, the switch offers great value for your money. Trey Williams The Review
Team 17 Products 6 Hours 8 Reviews How We Decided The Drive and its partners may earn a
commission if you purchase a product through one of our links. Read more. PUBLISHED ON October
24, 2019 Battery disconnect switches are an easy and costeffective way to improve your vehicle’s
battery life and to protect against theft. Completely disconnecting battery power while your vehicle
is in storage will defend against full battery drain, so your car, camper, ATV, or boat is ready to go
when you need it. Below are our picks for the best battery disconnect switches. It comes with
ignition protection for safe use with diesel or gasoline and is suitable for both rear panel and surface
mounting. Pros Pros Unit is used and recommended by professional boat builders as their battery
cutoff switch of choice. It’s a heavyduty and professionallooking switch but is sleek enough to be
mounted internally. Cons Cons The switch may be uncomfortable to handle. Also, it does not include
mounting hardware or an instruction manual. Best Overall Blue Sea Systems 350 AMP ESeries
Battery Switch Check Latest Price Best Value Waterproof Heavy Duty Battery Isolator Switch Check
Latest Price Summary Summary A heavyduty battery kill switch suitable for devices up to 48V.
Package includes removable sides, backplate, and mounting screws for easy installation. Its Contour
Locking System means it can stand alone or be locked alongside other switches. Pros Pros Covered
by a oneyear guaranteed replace or refund warranty.
Fully enclosed to protect wiring from dirt, corrosion, and rain. The switch is smooth but solid and
stays securely at either position. Connecting battery cables requires a whole side to be removed,
which is not as tidy as channels within panels for wires. Best Value Waterproof Heavy Duty Battery
Isolator Switch Check Latest Price Honorable Mention BEP Battery Switch Check Latest Price
Summary Summary This waterproof battery master switch is available in panelmounted and easyfit
options for any setup. It comes with a removable control knob for added security and a rear
insulating cover to guard against short circuits. Pros Pros The fullyenclosed, waterproof casing
provides extra protection against corrosion. The switch is smaller than others available but is robust
and easy to turn with a mechanism to prevent accidental application. Cons Cons Because the wiring
and proper installation are universal, no instruction manual is included. Honorable Mention BEP
Battery Switch Check Latest Price Written by Trey Williams Published October 24, 2019 Battery
disconnect switches are an easy and costeffective way to improve your vehicle’s battery life and to
protect against theft. You can use it on your car, truck, RV, boat, and more. All you need to do is to
make sure that 350 amps are enough for your battery. The device is quite versatile and suitable for
both professional and DIY purposes. You can mount it both on the top and rear panel. The
installation is quite easy, and the device offers impressive durability. It comes equipped with ignition
protection and heavyduty housing. The ratings IP66 and ISO 8846 state that the device is waterproof
and protected from the ignition and flammable gases. The main drawback concerns the overall
design of the knob. Its quite stiff and might be a little uncomfortable to handle. Also, the package
doesnt include a manual or mounting hardware of any kind. That can make the installation a lot
more difficult, especially for firsttime users.
Best Value 2 Waterproof Heavy Duty Battery Isolator Switch Check Latest Price This is a heavyduty

battery disconnect switch suitable for devices that range from 6V to 48V. With two positions that
allow you to turn your battery on and off, its a rather simple and easytouse device. You can mount it
on cars, boats, RVs, trucks, ATVs, and other vehicles and devices. The package includes four
removable side plates, a backplate, and mounting screws. All of these pieces make the installation
very easy, although theres also a comprehensive manual to help you out. The device is stable and
secure, and it can be locked alongside other switches. Its also important to mention that this model
is wellprotected from outside threats. Its fully enclosed to prevent dirt, dust, and water from
reaching the unit. It’s also very sturdy and durable. One drawback with this product is the process of
connecting the device with battery cables. The whole side needs to be removed, which is a little
challenging and could be messy. Also, the positive and negative labels on the front are reversed, so
this might be confusing. Honorable Mention 3 BEP Battery Switch Check Latest Price BEP delivers
quality products, and things are no different when it comes to this battery disconnect switch. Its a
versatile 275A device you can use on all kinds of vehicles and industrial equipment, making sure
your possessions stay safe and in the best condition. The device mounts in a breeze on the top and
the side of the battery. The installation is quite simple, and no special tools are needed. Once
mounted, the device stays securely in its position. Its quite reliable and also very durable. The knob
is removable, and the rear insulating cover protects against short circuits. Additionally, the casing is
waterproof and corrosion resistant. You can, however, experience a few issues with this product.
Although the installation is quite simple, firsttime users might have a few problems because there
are no instructions included. Honorable Mention 4 GAMA Electronics Battery Disconnect Switch
Check Latest Price This is a quality battery disconnect switch you can use on your car, truck, boat,
or RV. Its a knobstyle device that is widely popular among drivers. All you need to do is to twist the
knob and provide or cut off the power from your battery. The switch features a lowprofile design. Its
quite compact and perfect for those tight spaces where most other bulky switches cant fit. Overall,
the device works to reduce battery drain and prevent theft. With 200 amps of power, its quite
efficient and reliable. What can be an issue with this product is the installation. It might be a little
challenging to tighten the screws enough for a snug fit. Also, some users noticed that the mounting
bolt was installed backward and unable to pass voltage. You might need to unscrew it and put it
back in properly. Honorable Mention 5 Ampper Battery Disconnect Switch Check Latest Price
Ampper features a 125A knobstyle device you can use on all kinds of vehicles. Its suitable for cars,
trucks, RVs, and boats, as well as industrial equipment. Thanks to the longbolt design, its quite easy
to install. The device features heavyduty construction. Its made of rust and corrosionresistant
material that can withstand outdoor conditions and daily use. Also, the device is highly secure and
safe to use on batteries. Its very efficient in reducing power drain and preventing thefts. The main
drawback is the lack of instructions. Complete beginners might have difficulties with the installation,
although theres a useful online manual to help with that. The second drawback comes from the
bulky design. The device might not fit in tight areas and is more suitable for mounting on the side.
Honorable Mention 6 Fastronix Battery Disconnect Switch Check Latest Price The Fastronix battery
disconnect switch offers 180A and is suitable for most cars, trucks, RVs, and other vehicles. Its ideal
for those who plan to store batteries and want to keep them at peak power. It also works great for
theft prevention. The device is quite simple yet incredibly durable. It has rough construction that can
withstand some abuse and outdoor conditions. Also, its very easy to use. Allow power flow or cut it
off by simply turning the screw right or left. There are a couple of things to keep in mind with this
product, however. The installation might be challenging, especially because the holes run a little
small. You might need to drill new ones and tighten the screws enough to prevent possible wiggling.
Honorable Mention 7 Perko 9601DP Battery Disconnect Switch Check Latest Price If youre
searching for a highquality battery disconnect switch, you might want to take a look at the Perko
9601DP. Its a reliable model that saves your battery from possible drains and keeps it at peak
power. The device is built of highly durable materials. It features a polycarbonate body with brass

terminals and ignition protection. That ensures more stability and prevents possible overheating.
Additionally, the switch is protected from outdoor threats such as sun, rain, and dirt. The installation
might be quite tricky, however. Some buyers complained about the included bolts not being suitable
for the mounting holes. Youll probably need to buy new ones. The device is also a tad bulky and
might not fit in tight spaces. Honorable Mention 8 Flaming River FR1044 Battery Disconnect Switch
Check Latest Price If youre looking for a highend battery disconnect switch that will last for a while,
this one from Flaming River might be an excellent option. Its a highly reliable device you can use on
a wide range of vehicles and ensure excellent battery performance.
The device offers 250A and a simple design for easy use. It also features a fullysealed housing that
protects the internal parts from water and dirt. Thanks to the solid, quality materials, its very stable
and durable. Additionally, it comes with the necessary instructions and is simple to mount. The main
drawback is the price. The device is on the expensive side, so it might not be suitable for those who
are on a tight budget. Also, the switch is a little uncomfortable due to sharp edges. You might want
to be careful when using it. Honorable Mention 9 QuickCar Racing Products 55010 Battery
Disconnect Switch Check Latest Price This is a 125A battery disconnect switch that prevents drains
and keeps batteries at peak power. It also works as a theftprevention device. Overall, its a very
useful item you can use on your car, truck, RV, and other vehicles and equipment. The switch comes
in a durable housing that can withstand heavy abuse and weather elements. Because its made of
quality materials, the unit is stable, secure, and incredibly durable. Even better, it installs on the top
and the side of the battery. The mounting panel is included in the package along with the
comprehensive manual. There are a few things to keep in mind with this product, however. First of
all, the mounting holes might need some modification for a proper fit. Secondly, some buyers noticed
that the device is not waterproof, which can be an issue for marine applications. Why Trust Us All of
our reviews are based on market research, expert input, or practical experience with most products
we include. This way, we offer genuine, accurate guides to help you find the best picks. Learn more
Benefits of Battery Disconnect Switches Battery drain prevention. The main benefit of the battery
disconnect switch is drain prevention. The device protects the battery when not in use, especially
when stored for long periods.
With it, drivers can relax knowing that their vehicles are safe and ready for quick startups.
Protection against thefts. A battery disconnect switch also works as an efficient antitheft device. Its
just good to have peace of mind when storing your vehicle for an extended period, and this device is
quite reliable. Even if the thief gets hold of your keys, a battery disconnect switch can keep your
vehicle safe. Power maintenance. If you have two batteries, this little device can help you maintain
the power of the one that is not in use. This way, you can be ready to hit the road all the time,
without experiencing unexpected drain and power issues. Types of Battery Disconnect Switches
Knife Blade This type of battery disconnect switch got its name based on its unique shape. The
model is made in the shape of a knife blade and is rather easy to use. It installs directly onto the
battery terminal and controls the electrical current produced by the battery. The installation is
rather simple because the knife blade type can be mounted both vertically and horizontally. It comes
in handy when theres a little clearance above the battery. KnobStyle Knobstyle battery disconnect
switches are very common and popular among users. They feature a switch or a knob that turns
clockwise or anticlockwise to provide or cut off power from the battery. This model is incredibly easy
to use, and it proves to be an efficient antitheft device. Knobstyle battery disconnect switches come
in either a top post or side post design and mount directly onto a battery terminal. They are most
commonly used in limited and tight spaces. Keyed and Rotary This type of battery disconnect switch
is mostly used in boats, RVs, and industrial and agricultural equipment, but they can be found in
cars too. They use keys or rotary switches to operate, ensuring more security. Once you turn the
switch in the right position, you get to lock it down and take the keys with you.

Its one of the best ways to keep your vehicle safe from theft, so this model is highly popular. You just
need to make an extra set of keys or be extra careful not to lose the one you have. Top Brands Blue
Sea Systems Blue Sea Systems manufactures marine electrical products and is based in Bellingham,
Washington. The company offers all kinds of machines, devices, and accessories. From battery
switches to fuse blocks and insulators, Blue Sea Systems are there to meet the needs of customers
all around the world. Blue Sea Systems 350 AMP ESeries Battery Switch is one of its most popular
products. BEP Marine BEP is located in New Zealand and specializes in electrical products,
especially when it comes to marine and RV equipment. BEP has a large team of engineers and other
professionals that work on designing unique batteries, power distribution panels, monitors, and
other tech devices. One of its widely popular products is the Waterproof Heavy Duty Battery Isolator
Switch. Gama Electronics Gama Electronics is located in Crystal Lake, Illinois, and is widely known
for producing all kinds of electronic devices, including battery disconnect switches. What makes
Gama Electronics stand out from the others are highquality products that come at attractive prices
to meet the needs of both professionals and DIYers. Gama Electronics Battery Disconnect Switch is
one such product. Pricier devices are often more durable too, as they are protected from
overheating, impacts, and weather. Key Features Amperage Depending on the type of your vehicle
or equipment, you might want to check the amperage rating before opting for a particular battery
disconnect switch. Not all vehicles have the same alternators—the power output can vary a lot
depending on whether its an RV, a car, or a truck. If you have a vehicle with a highpower battery,
make sure that the switch can handle the amperage. Check for durability, too.

